lecture-performances) -endured through the 1920s, well into the cinematic era.
The development I have in mind was not the phantasmagoria -the magic-lantern spectre show that fed on and commercialized the terrors of Revolutionary Paris. The phantasmagoria itself persisted through spirit photographs, macabre cabaret, grand guignol, ghost shows, and the horror film to the present day. 5 But its popularity peaked in Britain around 1805, and it died out as a headlining popular entertainment in the 1830s. Yet it has dominated critical discussion at the expense of another, later, less glamorous development. 6 This development was the 'dissolving view', the ancestor of the cinematic dissolve, whereby (roughly speaking) light was slowly stopped down on one lens and one image and brought up on another, with perfect registration, so that the second image slowly -almost magically -replaced the first on the illuminated screen.
There is disagreement about when and where 'dissolving views' originated: the showman and pseudo-'scientist' 'Philidor' (later known as De Philipstahl) may have approximated the effect in a Dublin phantasmagoria of 1804; 'Monsieur Henry' featured what he variously called 'imperceptibly changing', 'magic', or 'dissolvent' 'views' of landscapes and buildings in February 1826. 7 But we do know they were used shortly after by the painter and lanternist Henry Langdon Childe, who famously produced the landmark lantern stage effect of a ghost ship for the Adelphi Theatre's production of The Flying Dutchman in December 1826. 8 He became a creative mainstay of the Royal Polytechnic, the vibrant centre of Victorian multi-media culture (1838-1876), where he was best known for his 'extravagant' lantern work. 9 Childe's finale to a show of March 1827 included 'the eruption of Vesuvius, storm with shipwreck, mill scene with the effect of a rainbow' and '[Lord Byron's] Newstead Abbey [. . . ] with moving swans [. . . ]!'. 10 (All the subjects, except the last, became classics of the Victorian dissolving view repertoire.) Childe probably had a single lantern, and nothing more than his hand and a wad of fabric to wave in front of the lens to effect the transition from image to image; the effect was nevertheless 'truly astonishing'. 11 Dissolving views were an entertainment whose time had come: the audience that flocked to see the 'transformation' scenes of nineteenth-century pantomime and the transformative effects of Daguerre's Diorama was multiplied by the lantern's mechanical means. 12 And those means dramatically improved when, in the same year that the Diorama opened in London, 1823, Carpenter and Westley patented and began mass production of outline images. For, if a second image of a cottage or a country church could replace a first on screen with perfect registration, it became possible to produce such illusions as the transition from day to night or from summer to winter (one of Childe's most famous effects). 'By the 1840s [,] dissolving views were considered the ultimate manifestation of the lanternist's art', 13 and dissolves were worked with two lanterns, placed side by side, or one on top of the other, while comblike fan shutters, soft caps, iris diaphragms, and tap dissolvers smoothed the transitions. Soon after, sophisticated 'bi-unial' and 'tri-unial' lanterns were invented.
The phantasmagoria had spawned works in which 'magic lanterns are used to deceive credulous would-be ghost-seers'.
14 For Carlyle and Paine, it was the image of choice for historic chaos and mass deception.
Victorian dissolving views, in contrast, brought the wonders of nature, Empire and science to respectable family audiences. The critical difference was the method of projection: phantasmagoria lanternists worked from behind the screen, in total darkness, hidden from the audience, with 'pseudonecromantic' effect.
15 Limelight, and the front projection it made possible, turned the lanternists who embraced the dissolving view into showmen-educators, expounding their marvels in full view of their much-enlarged audiences: Gibraltar by day and by night; Napoleon before and after Elba; the regions of the North Pole. Thus it was that the dissolving-view lantern-show became a Victorian metaphor for transformation, truth-telling and spiritual regeneration.
It may even be that the work that launched the Temperance movement into lantern propaganda, Cruikshank's The Bottle (1847), not only took 'primal inspiration' from the fear-inducing fantasy of the now-repudiated phantasmagoria, but specific instruction from the techniques of the uplifting dissolving view. For, in seven of Cruikshank's eight prints, the orientation of the drunkard's room (door on the left, hearth on the right, etc.) allows us more clearly to follow his metamorphosis from 'loving father to murderous maniac', as if we were dissolving from one image to the next. 16 Dissolving views made possible, even helped shape, a still newer kind of story than that drunkard's 'progress', however -a story that allowed travel through time and space. And it was Cruikshank's ex-collaborator who invented it: Charles Dickens.
He fell in love with the lantern as a child. Dickens is the dominant literary source for later Victorian magiclantern story-telling, uniquely important for lantern history, as he is for cinema. But while we have come to accept that cinema received its Dickensian inheritance in part from the nineteenth-century melodramatic stage, we have yet to learn that it is also by way of the magic lantern that cinema reveals itself as descended from Charles Dickens. Indeed, Dickens is 'cinematic' only and insofar as he responded to pre-cinematic technologies and popular entertainments.
What made him so attractive to lanternists? His works were in copyright -they could not be adapted with impunity. But adapted his stories were -sometimes legitimately, sometimes reworded, excruciatingly badly.
Part of the answer is critical commonplace: Dickens's imagination was profoundly visual; his works were illustrated; he had an unparalleled popular audience, created by serial publication. And, in giving public readings of his works, from 1853, Dickens himself had established a model for lantern performance of his stories.
Part is more complex. The lantern had inspired two of Dickens's most-loved stories. One was A Christmas Carol, 1843; its illustrations, all light effects and ghostly superimpositions, were an open invitation to lanternists, and (when they began to tell stories) it quickly became a favourite. It was topped only by Gabriel Grub, one of the tales woven into The Pickwick Papers, 1836, the story of a surly sexton, the prototype for Scrooge. The tale was granted a bravura production at the Royal Polytechnic in 1875, combining 'views and effects' with staged scenes, dramatic reading, and intermittent carol-singing: it became a lodestar for later-century lantern story-telling.
The Carol and Gabriel Grub became lanternist favourites not only for commercial, but for profoundly imaginative reasons. For Gabriel's and Scrooge's Christmas-tide changes of heart are directly Shifting slides takes time; the lanternist must focus.
The scene was altered to a small bed-room, where the fairest and youngest child lay dying [. . . ] Again the light cloud passed across the picture . . .
It is as if a lanternist were fluttering his fingers before the lens, in the approved impromptu style of the dissolving view, or using his serrated fan shutter:
and again the subject changed.
Shortly, of course, the parents die, too -but not before the spectator's conversion is achieved: it depends, unquestionably, on the transformative experience of the dissolving view. And in the first Spirit we meet a figure in the style of the phantasmagoria, in which figures grew larger or smaller as the lantern 'tracked' towards or away from the screen: Christmas Past is 'like a child: yet not so like a child as like an old man, viewed through some supernatural medium, which gave him the appearance of having receded from the view, and being diminished to a child's proportions'. The 'medium' of the lantern produces no less 'supernatural' an effect: 'the figure [. Then, with 'a rapidity of transition' (a most self-consciously technical lantern term) that is 'very foreign to his usual character', Scrooge mutters, 'Poor boy!' and cries again. The Ghost 'waved its hand: saying as it did so, "Let us see another Christmas!"' (72-73). The gesture suggests not only the lanternist's fluttering fingers, but assistants, behind the supernatural screen (79). He takes Scrooge to London, and to his young manhood: the ball at old Fezziwig's, where he was apprenticed, which now happens (as it were) all over again, in joyous present tense; the parlour of his fiancée's house, where she releases him from his engagement, and the pain of loss happens again, now, as if for the first time. Scrooge softens. The greatest 'effect', however (the word was common lanternists' parlance), is produced by the Spirit of Christmas Yet-To-Come: the sight of his own neglected grave, where Scrooge reads upon the stone 'his own name, EBENEZER SCROOGE' (124). And he makes his promise: 'I will honour Christmas in my heart . . . I will live in the past, present and future' (126). The promise honours the lesson of the magic lantern -and the dissolving views that have moved him magically through space and time.
In A Christmas Carol and Gabriel Grub, then, a nickel-and-dime entertainment, whose serious history is yet to be fully written, creatively enables the production of a new secular scripture; visual transformation produces spiritual conversion. A machine re-configures the human imagination -makes possible stories in which time can be stopped in its onward linear flow, rewound, and the past revisited with the freshness and conviction of cinematic flashbacks, seventy years before flashbacks came to be.
Dickens had wanted to 'strike a blow' at iniquitous social conditions in the Carol. In a scarcely-known ninety-page agnostic novella of 1847, by James Anthony Froude, the future historian and biographer of Carlyle, the blow told. 'The Lieutenant's Daughter' is driven (indeed lacerated) by Froude's recent loss of religious belief, by fury at the comforting faith in Divine Providence that underpinned Dickens's Christmas story -and by the imaginative experience of the magic lantern show that the 'Inimitable' had corralled into its service. Almost unknown to criticism, except for a passing reference to its 'audacious' 'obliquities of narrative method' by Kathleen Tillotson, 'The Lieutenant's Daughter' is overshadowed by a later novel (The Nemesis of Faith) which was publicly burnt at Oriel College. The novella represents doubt, as Froude had experienced it, in writing (at Newman's request) a Life of St Neot of Ireland: as the volatile product of history's clash with myth; as textual instability. The tale is shot through by the kind of scientific and technological speculation which the lantern was so often used to illuminate for public edification. 28 The story is simple melodrama: a fifteen-year-old governess, orphan Catherine Gray, is seduced by her employers' nephew and heir, an Oxford man hot for ideas like free love and universal philanthropy. When the affair comes to light, her employers throw her on the streets; Henry Carpenter, the nephew, takes her in, but quickly gets bored and absconds to London, strengthened in his desire to do the indecent thing by his uncle's threat of disinheritance. Catherine follows, and on the train to Paddington is befriended by an elderly woman, Miss Arthur, posing as Carpenter's 'friend' -a ruse to entrap her into a brothel. Miss Arthur blackmails Carpenter (one of her regulars) into writing a brush-off letter that will stun the girl into acquiescence in her own sexual degradation. The tale reaches a peak of capitalist brutality when the bawd discusses with her sister what to do with their new piece of meat: 'Lord William offers two hundred pounds [. . . ] if it's quite fresh'. 29 Catherine is handed from man to man, 'till at last her haggard painted face was seen nightly in the theatre or the saloon' (250). When her 'cup of bitterness' is full, she crawls home to take poison on her parents' grave.
Pertinently, Catherine's story is preceded by a fourteen-page frame tale, in which our narrator voyages to Ireland, succumbs to fever, and, in a 'half delirium', is visited by a troupe of obliging genie-like demons. He asks to see their 'superior', and:
A great curtain was stretched across the room, and on the surface of it, like a figure in a phantasmagoria, was hung the image I had summoned. What it was I cannot tell 30 This is the first level of magic-lantern reference in 'The Lieutenant's Daughter'. Lantern illumination here stands in for the 'lights' of science and Biblical criticism, which -an ironic agnostic reversal of lantern reality -make the Devil more and more indistinct and unreal. The 'delirium' recasts, in up-to-date nineteenth-century terms, the 'deception' that Paine declared the Bible and the Christian priesthood had perpetuated on mankind, in his scandalous Age of Reason (1794), and the 'hallucination hypothesis' by which the most famous of the German 'higher critics', David Friedrich Strauss, accounted for belief in Christ's miracles, transfiguration, resurrection, and ascension. (Froude corresponded with George Eliot, whose translation of Strauss's Das Leben Jesu was published in 1846.) Both Paine and Strauss presented their cases in striking lantern terms. In Paine's account, the recent 'astonishing' 'exhibitions of ghosts or specters' in Paris -the 'mechanical and optical deceptions' of Robertson and his phantasmagore rivals -laid the foundation for a general argument against miracles. 31 In Strauss (amongst other pithy references), the presence or absence of the angel at the tomb becomes a 'phantasmagoric appearance, disappearance, and reappearance'. 32 If, for Dickens, as for lantern-toting missionaries like Dr Livingstone, the magic lantern was a Christian agent of hoped-for conversion and Damascene transformation, 33 for Paine and Strauss (as, later, for Thomas Hardy) the lantern experience actively encouraged scepticism by exposing the mechanics and potential for fakery in supernatural visions. 34 36 Thus we dissolve from Catherine's suicide to her arrival at Paddington station, and from her degradation to Carpenter's 'exstatic' declarations of undying love and Catherine's innocent, mundane early history. The reversal of order, the 'shifting' backwards through the 'slides' of her life, whereby 'effects and causes [. . . ] changed places' (203), is the agnostic imagination's deliberately destabilized, lantern-lit blow at the linear narrative and fantasy of free will represented by the Bible. 'Think it over now', says one of the genii; 'and see if you can tell when sin came in, and she began to deserve what fell upon her' (281).
That blow is enabled -visualized -by the magic lantern no less than the redemptive temporal fantasy of Dickens's Christmas Carol. And it is, finally, to that work, its author, and its lantern uplift, that Froude addresses himself.
The tale has had Dickens in its sights from the start: the local newspaper superintendent is 'hanging doubtingly between the last Pickwick and the least threadbare of his devotional sentiments', when a young clerk volunteers Catherine's suicide to fill a blank on the front page (216); the showmen-genii are parodies of the Carol's spirits. But the temporal reversal of Froude's tale destroys Dickens's comfortable morality and genial message; its lantern-inspired structural irony makes us ironic readers. And it dissolves not only time but closure, and certainty.
For at its end, the text has one last surprise. We read to the last page, discovering all (or so we think) about Catherine's early life: the death of her mother in childbirth, and -especially -the death of her father, which triggers the orphan child's downfall. Then the chief genie adds: 'I have another scene for you before we part'. And we are taken aback: Catherine, her husband (a naval officer), her two-year-old son and a clergyman file with a happy crowd from the church where her newborn baby has just been christened. The genie has offered us an alternative outcome of Catherine's life that depends on a different beginning. Only one tiny circumstance has changed. Like the Spirit of Christmas Yet To Come, the genie points the narrator towards a gravestone for the final revelation. It is Catherine's father's; the narrator read it earlier: I did so; it was the same, word and word the same, but with this one difference. The old man had outlived the date I had first read five summers; [. . . ] and that was all; five links hung on upon the chain. . . (286) The double ending is the final touch. Nor are we to know which ending is true. When the narrator asks, the genie responds: 'Come with me to the light, and I will show you'. The narrator crawls to his bedroom window, and finds himself awake. In what he sees, in the very last lines of the story, there is one last lantern reference, of a sort to blank out all pretension of 'meaning': 'my eyes were on the white sheet of the Atlantic, and the peaks of Achill were purpling in the rising sun' (287).
We have here, I think, something important: a Victorian taste of modern things to come, of fiction unchained from linear time, from the re-edited temporality of Fitzgerald's This Side of Paradise to the undifferentiated eternal-present-tense of Robbe-Grillet's Jealousy.
We have, too, perhaps, a direct source for the suspended endings and back-to-front organization of texts like John Fowles's The French Lieutenant's Woman and Harold Pinter's Betrayal. 37 But we also have, as in the Carol and Gabriel Grub, so extraordinary a level of response to the visual and temporal transformations of the magic lantern and its dissolving views, that we begin to understand how and why early and 'primitive' film called forth so sophisticated and 'modern' a response from its first audiences: it had been conditioned, previewed; imaginatively, as well as technologically, the lantern had gone before. 
NOTES

This essay is indebted to audiences at the Academy of Motion
